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I. Introduction

Mass disasters sometimes require creative remedies. The tort system may not provide the best means of compensation in unusual situations like the Agent Orange chemical exposure litigation, the Virginia Tech shootings, the attacks of September 11th (“9/11”), and the BP oil spill. Executive compensation after the financial meltdown may also require new, innovative approaches. From my work mediating and administering these cases over the last twenty-five years, I have concluded that such alternative compensation systems are-and should be-rare.

II. The Impetus for Creating an Exception

Creative alternatives to the tort system are the exception. The adversarial tort system, although not perfect, works pretty well. It is a part of our historical heritage and engrained into the fabric of this country. It is thus highly unlikely that Congress or state legislatures will set aside two hundred years of history to make massive changes to the judicial system.

However, every once and a while, there is a very visible mass disaster in the United States that galvanizes the public and elected officials, and triggers a different approach to resolving the remedial claims. This has occurred only a handful of times in the last thirty years with disasters such as 9/11 and BP. When these types of unprecedented disasters have occurred, public officials have occasionally adopted out-of-the-box approaches to compensating the victims. But these alternative remedies require political consensus in order to avoid criticism and ensure the effectiveness of the attempted solution.

*576 The legal and financial genesis for these alternative remedies has come from both public and private sources. With 9/11, Congress initiated the option by passing a law, signed by President George W. Bush, giving victims a statutory alternative to the tort system. The BP oil spill required only a handshake between the chief executive officer of BP and President Barack Obama. With this handshake, BP agreed as a private contracting party to an escrow agreement with the Department of Justice to provide $20 billion to compensate for the harm from the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. BP did not worry about contributions from its oil rig partners, TransOcean, Halliburton, and Anadarko. It simply reacted to a problem of immense proportion.
III. Designing and Administering a System

Once the political consensus justifies an alternative compensation system, the question arises as to how this system is to be administered. With 9/11, Congress passed a law authorizing the Attorney General of the United States to appoint a person, not a committee, to design, implement, and administer the remedy.\textsuperscript{11} No additional confirmation of the appointment was required,\textsuperscript{12} and appeals to the courts of the decisions were prohibited by statute.\textsuperscript{13} There were many unanswered questions: how much would it cost, how much value should be given to a life, how many people were physically injured, and what were the causal connections between the terrorist attack and the victims? The answers were unclear, but Congress needed to act fast. With only a day of debate, Congress passed the statutory alternative system.\textsuperscript{14} It provided no funding for the program, instead relying on money from petty cash in the U.S. Treasury to pay the claims.

In BP, there was not even a congressional imprimatur. A simple agreement between the President and BP resulted in a $20 billion fund, the Gulf Coast Claims Facility (“GCCF”), with an understanding that it would be designed and administered by one independent person. There was concern about whether giving one person this type of authority was good government or wise precedent, but the disaster called for some type of immediate response.

Once established, there were additional concerns with the GCCF about establishing eligibility and causation criteria for individual claims. Despite an expert report by Harvard professor John Goldberg explaining the importance of proximate cause in assessing the extent of BP's legal liability for economic damages,\textsuperscript{15} claimants focused only on but-for causation. And it was a huge problem attempting to define eligibility and decide who is permitted, in a rather unique elite system, to bypass the courts and receive a check.\textsuperscript{16}

In 9/11, eligibility determinations were somewhat easier. Proof of death was readily available. There were New York City Police Department Certificates of Death, airline manifests, and Pentagon military records. However, it was not so easy to establish criteria for physical injury claims. What constitutes, under the statute, physical injury in the “immediate” vicinity of the World Trade Center and the Pentagon?\textsuperscript{17} The criteria for eligibility are difficult to define when there is the potential of millions of people claiming injury due to the terrorists' attacks. For example, should a person who fell off a ladder in his kitchen and broke his leg when he heard the news of the attacks be eligible for compensation? (The answer was “no.”)

In BP, eligibility determinations were complicated by the volume of claims. In the first eighteen months of the program, there were over one million claims from fifty states and thirty-eight foreign countries. Alternative compensation programs make it easy for people to file claims, and tend to attract more claimants than might be seen in court. \textsuperscript{579} But they raise more questions of eligibility related to cases of “indirect” injury. For example, should a restaurant in Boston that advertises “the best shrimp scampi in town” receive compensation because it can no longer get shrimp from the Gulf and lost twelve percent of its clientele? (The answer again was “no.”) Issues of lack of proof also impact eligibility determinations. This was a serious problem, particularly in the Gulf of Mexico where you have an underground economy. A fisherman losing money because he can no longer fish in the Gulf offers only proof of his license, which fails to establish economic harm from the spill.

Another issue of administration is determining the methodology to be used to calculate damages.\textsuperscript{18} One possibility is to adopt a torts-like system and make damages the sum of economic loss and non-economic loss.\textsuperscript{19} This is a time-honored methodology—if it is feasible. However, offering a traditional tort calculation for damages when setting up a program such as BP or 9/11 means each individual receives a different amount of money, posing serious political problems. The wife of a fireman killed at the World Trade Center did not understand why she was awarded a million dollars less than the widow of the banker working for Enron in the World Trade Center. Waiters in the same restaurant who earn the same wages may not understand why they received unequal compensation, even if the difference is a result of reporting different amounts on their income taxes. These issues of comparative equity are prevalent in many alternative compensation systems. While there may be a tort gloss to these alternative remedies, the concerns over equity show the extent to which these remedies lie outside of the traditional system.
Other external problems threaten to undercut purely private compensation systems like BP's. The 1,200,000 private claims that arose out of the BP oil spill were unlike anything ever before seen. The sheer magnitude of the claims overwhelmed the system and changed the dynamic of the program. Merely adding more resources is not enough. When you have over a million claims you are not able to afford everyone a hearing and the system becomes mostly ministerial. In contrast, for the 9/11 attacks, everyone had the option of a hearing. Individuals reacted differently to the tragedy. Half of the people were not interested in a hearing; the remaining half wanted a hearing and an opportunity to vent about life's unfairness. The other half just wanted to receive their check without a hearing and try and move on. But the hearings were instrumental in promoting the success and credibility of the 9/11 program—a supporting factor not present with BP.

IV. Alternative Remedies Systems as Precedent

It is important to keep in mind that these alternative programs are aberrations, not precedent. They are exceedingly rare and not very often considered. In a torts or remedies course, it is better advised to have a real discussion about the future, if any, of class actions than to focus on the 9/11 and BP oil spill funds.

And these types of alternative remedies systems should remain exceedingly rare. This is not just based on my belief that the torts system works pretty well. Even if the tort system worked terribly, there is still a political philosophy dilemma with these programs: Why should just these people get the benefit of these programs? Bad things happen to good people every day in this country. There was no special government program similar to 9/11 or BP set up for Hurricane Katrina; the Joplin, Missouri and Tuscaloosa, Alabama tornadoes; the Oklahoma City terrorist attacks; or the first World Trade Center terrorist attack in 1993. In American society, we need to use care when setting up very special lucrative programs for some people but not for others. These special programs do not sit well with Congress or the American people and, frankly, it is not a very good idea. This problem was seen in the “pay czar” executive compensation program. The government called for the Treasury to fix the problem of exorbitant executive pay in the aftermath of the financial meltdown, but it did so only for seven companies, and only for 175 people.

On the other hand, what makes these programs so attractive is the legal trend away from class action aggregative resolution and the need to fill the gap with some other form of resolution. As courts decide cases like Walmart Stores, Inc. v. Dukes limiting class actions and reject class action settlements like Judge Weinstein's in the Agent Orange cases, the more likely there will be a push for something creative to fill that void. The question is whether this gap can be satisfied by alternative public and private compensation systems? If you want to think creatively about how to deal more effectively with mass tragedies, it is better to think within the traditional system of class actions, consolidations, and multi-district litigation.

BP is a good example of why these programs are mere aberrations in the judicial system. Another BP type agreement is unlikely. Experts cannot recall the last time that a company advanced $20 billion four weeks after a disaster. Rather than offering billions to set up a program after a disaster, companies are more inclined to litigate. This is true even though there are cases like the Exxon Valdez oil spill that have resulted in 22 years of litigation and billions of dollars in damages and environmental clean-up costs. Despite this extreme possibility, it is doubtful that any companies are going to deviate from the usual litigation approach and pay upfront like BP.

BP, though, is pleased with its decision to pursue an alternative compensation program. In just 18 months, the program secured over 200,000 fully executed releases against BP and any other defendants. BP will worry later about seeking contribution from any jointly responsible parties. BP, however, may regret agreeing upfront to a liquidated amount of $20 billion. The minute BP announced the program, claims were filed from dentists, chiropractors, veterinarians—every conceivable claim. Most of these were rejected as part of the total number of around 600,000 claims denied. But the very existence of a large sum of money invited claims from all fronts.
V. Conclusion

In summary, sometimes mass disasters lead to creative alternatives rather than conventional tort solutions. However, these alternatives raise several issues. There are procedural issues, such as finding legal justification for the implementation of the program and determining the appropriate way to administer the program. Substantively, creating these programs requires answering several difficult questions pertaining to eligibility and the methodology of calculating payments. Further, there are also external issues to consider, such as political consensus and the volume of claims.

Fortunately, these 9/11 and BP solutions are aberrations. Because of the issues involved, they should remain that way.
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